ABSTRACT High utility sequential patterns (HUSP) mining has been playing more and more important role in many applications, such as data analysis and smart campus. Current HUSP mining algorithms, however, only consider positive sequential patterns (PSP), do not consider negative sequential patterns (NSP). NSP mining, which takes non-occurring and occurring event into consideration, can play more important role than PSP in many applications. But current NSP mining algorithms haven't considered utility. So in this paper, we propose a novel algorithm named HUNSPM to mine high utility negative sequential patterns (HUNSP). HUNSPM solves the key problems of how to calculate the utility of negative sequences, how to efficiently generate high utility negative sequential candidates (HUNSC) and how to store the HUNSC's information. Substantial experiments show that HUNSPM can mine more HUNSP and use less time. To the best of our knowledge, HUNSPM is the first study that can mine HUNSP.
I. INTRODUCTION
Negative sequential patterns (NSP) refer to sequences with non-occurring items and it plays an important role in many real-life applications, such as data analysis, smart campus [1] . For example, we assume A =< abc X > is a positive sequential pattern; B =< ab¬ c Y > is a negative sequential pattern, where a, b and c stand for medical service codes that a patient has received in health care, and X and Y stand for disease status. A shows that patients who usually receive medical services a, b and then c are likely to have disease status X , whereas B indicates that patients receiving treatments of a and b but NOT c have a high probability of having disease status Y .
A few algorithms have been proposed to mine NSP based on a minimum support threshold and they only consider the items' frequency [1] - [5] . This means all items in a transaction have the same importance and some important sequences with low frequencies will lose [6] , [7] . In order to mine more useful and meaningful information, many other factors like purchase quantities, unit profits and item weights should be taken into consideration. So utility is introduced into sequential patterns mining and very few algorithms have been proposed to mine high utility sequential patterns (HUSP) [6] - [8] . They use a minimum utility threshold to mine HUSP rather than a minimum support threshold and the sequences with low frequencies but high utilities will be discovered. The utility-based patterns can provide more valuable and actionable information for decision-making than the ones based on traditional frequency model [9] . For example, Shie et al. [10] and [11] , discuss how to mine mobile sequential patterns with high utilities from the mobile transaction sequences. Reference [12] proposes a method to discover web traversal sequences with high utilities from web logs and assigns different significances to different pages. USpan [6] , HuspExt [8] , HUS-Span and TKHUS-Span [7] algorithms are designed to mine sequential patterns based on utility model and satisfied the user predefined a minimum utility threshold. Current HUSP mining algorithms, however, only consider Positive Sequential Patterns (PSP), don't consider Negative Sequential Patterns (NSP). Just like NSP is an important complement to PSP, it is necessary to mine high utility negative sequential patterns (HUNSP).
Mining HUNSP is very challenging due to the following three reasons. Firstly, this is the first study to mine HUNSP and no method can solve the problem of how to calculate the utility of negative sequences. The algorithms used in HUSP mining cannot directly applied to mine HUNSP, because they do not tackle this problem. Secondly, no method can refer to generate the high utility negative sequential candidates (HUNSC). The high utility sequential candidates are generated by level-wise or concatenations method. Finally, no method can refer to store the information of HUNSC. It is important to quickly calculate the utility of HUNSC and improve the efficiency of HUNSPM.
This paper proposes a new method, named HUNSPM, to mine HUNSP. HUNSPM proposes an efficient way to calculate the utility of HUNSP, an efficient method to generate HUNSC and a new data structure to store the information of the HUNSC. Substantial experiments on five datasets show that HUNSPM can mine more HUNSP and use less time.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
1) We propose the definition of calculating the utility of negative sequences and define the problem of mining HUNSP. 2) We propose an algorithm named HUNSPM to mine HUNSP by taking the non-occurring items into consideration. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to mine HUNSP. 3) We propose an efficient method to generate HUNSC based on HUSP and propose a new data structure PNU-List to store the related information of HUNSC to efficiently calculate HUNSC's utility. The remainder of this paper is shown below. Section II describes the related work. Section III presents basic concepts and definitions of HUNSP mining. The details of HUNSPM algorithm are described in Section IV. Section V presents the experimental results. The conclusions are summarized in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, some related studies about HUSP mining and NSP mining are briefly reviewed.
A. HIGH UTILITY SEQUENTIAL PATTERN MINING
HUSP mining can provide more comprehensive information for decision-making and many algorithms have been proposed to mine HUSP. The problem of HUSP mining was first addressed in [13] . Reference [13] proposed the definition of utility and two algorithms, named UL and US, to mine HUSP. UL algorithm adopted a level-wise candidate generation approach and it scanned database several times to mine HUSP. In order to improve the efficiency, US algorithm was proposed and exploited a pattern growth approach to reduce the overall runtime in mining HUSP. References [6] and [14] argued that the definition of utility used in [13] is too specific, and hence adopted ''the maximum utility of all occurrences of sequence t in a q-sequence s'' as the utility of t in s. Reference [6] also proposed an efficient algorithm USpan to mine HUSP. It used a structure of a lexicographic quantitative sequence tree (LQS-tree) to construct utility-based sequences and proposed two concatenation mechanisms, named I-Concatenation and S-Concatenation, to generate newly concatenated sequences. And then, it also proposed width and depth pruning strategies to reduce the search space of the LQS-tree. Reference [14] also proposed a sequence-utility upper-bound (SUUB) model and PHUS algorithm to mine HUSP. PHUS algorithm used the temporal sequence table to quickly store the relevant information of patterns and the improved strategy to raise the efficiency of HUSP mining.
HUSP mining has widely used in some applications. Shie, et al. proposed an efficient structure MTS-tree and introduced UMSP algorithm to mine the mobile sequential patterns [10] . The utility of the mobile sequential patterns is single due to each item in the mobile sequence are associated with location identifier. Shie et al. [11] also propose IM-Span method to mine mobile sequential patterns with two constraints, i.e. importance constraints and pattern constraints. Ahmed et al. [12] introduced two kinds of data structures UWAS-tree and IUWAS-tree and proposed a new algorithm to mine web access sequences. This algorithm selected the maximum utility as the sequential utility because a sequence has multiple utilities. But this algorithm has great limitations because the algorithm cannot support multiple items.
Other HUSP mining algorithms are as follows. Alkan and Karagoz presented PBCG strategy based on CRoM to eliminate candidate patterns and HuspExt method to efficiently calculate the utility of candidates [6] . Wang et al. [7] proposed two pruning methods and HUS-Span approach to identify HUSP. They also proposed three searching strategies and TKHUS-Span approach to mine top-k HUSP. Wang et al. [15] proposed two pruning methods, named RSU and PDU, and designed HUS-Span method based on both pruning methods to mine HUSP. Zhao et al. [16] proposes a new coding-based approach and a new tree-based clustering algorithm. Zihayat et al. [17] proposed two structures, named ItemUtilLists and HUSP-Tree, to maintain the information in mining HUSP, proposed HUSP-Miner and HUSP-Stream method to mine HUSP in static databases and over data streams respectively. Yin et al. [18] designed TUS method to mind HUSP based on Top-K structure . It built a generic framework for mining Top-K HUSP. Meanwhile, it introduced two methods of setting threshold, and a strategy of removing unpromising items. Lan et al. [19] proposed a SUUB model and PHS method to select HUSP with maximum utility measure. Reference [20] proposed a cloud resource allocation model, named CSAM-IISG to increase the profits of resource supplier and applicant. Reference [21] proposed EEE and ERE metrics to bring new views of green metrics for big data. Reference [22] designed twoloop optimal schemes to solve the problems of non-concave D.C. programming and sub-optimal power control schemes to limit the interference. Reference [23] proposed a heuristic algorithm to optimize the energy consumption of server infrastructures and cooling systems.
These algorithms, however, do not tackle the problem of mining HUNSP from the utility-based databases.
B. NEGATIVE SEQUENTIAL PATTERN MINING
NSP mining focusing on non-occurring but interesting behaviors (e.g. missing consumption records) provide a special perspective of analyzing sequential patterns. So far, some algorithms have been proposed to mine NSP. Hsueh et al. [2] proposed a PNSP method for mining positive and negative sequential patterns in the form of <(abc) ¬(de) (ijk)>. Zheng et al. [3] proposed a negative version of GSP algorithm NegGSP to mine NSP. It firstly discovered PSP using GSP algorithm, and then generated and pruned negative sequential candidates (NSC). It also counted the support of NSC by rescanning the database to generate negative patterns. Ouyang and Huang only identified NSP in the form of (¬A, B), (A, ¬B) and (¬A, ¬B), which was similar to mine negative association rules [25] . It required A ∩ B = ∅, which is a commonly-used constraint to association rule mining but is a very strict constraint to sequential pattern mining. Reference [26] proposed an efficient algorithm, named FINDER, to find the optimal phenotype structure. Reference [27] is the extended versions of [24] by adding multiple minimum supports and fuzzy constraints, respectively. Lin, et al. only handled NSP with the last element as negative and proposed an algorithm NSPM for mining such NSP [4] . In [28] , a genetic algorithm proposed to mine NSP. It generated candidates by crossover and mutation by involving a dynamic fitness function to generate as many candidates as possible and avoiding population stagnation. Reference [29] discussed NSP mining, but did not clearly specify how to mine NSP. Reference [30] mined NSP in the same form as [28] in incremental transaction databases.
Some constrains are introduced to mine NSP. Reference [31] proposed an ELM-based statistically significant pattern classification framework to solve the GAS problem. Reference [32] is the extended versions of [4] by adding fuzzy and strong constraints, respectively. References [33] and [34] compared definitions and methods of typical NSP mining algorithms. Cao et al. [1] proposed an efficient algorithm, named e-NSP, to mine NSP by only involving the identified PSP without rescanning databases. In order to reduce the number of NSC and discover NSP efficiently, three constraints, i.e., frequency constraints, format constraints and negative element constraints were proposed in [1] . Reference [35] proposed an efficient algorithm, named E-msNSP based on e-NSP to mine NSP with multiple minimum supports. Reference [5] proposed e-NSPFI algorithm and a strategy to constrain which infrequent positive sequences (IPS) could be available and utilized for mining NSP. It proposed a storage optimization method to hold this IPS information. Reference [37] proposed efficient parking navigation using a continuous information potential field and the method of gradient ascent.
Although many algorithms have been proposed to mine NSP, no work is reported to discover NSP with utility model. This motivates us to explore a new method to efficiently mine NSP with utility model from utility-based databases.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT A. BASIC CONCEPTS
Let I = {i 1 i 2 . . . i n } be a finite set of items. Each item i k ∈ I (1≤ k ≤ n) has two attributes that are external utility and internal utility. The external utility is the weight or quality of i k , denoted as p(i k ), and the internal utility is the purchased number of i, denoted as q. A q-item is an order pair (i,q).
A quantitative sequential database D consists of the set of tuples <sid, s>, where sid is a unique identifier ofs and s is a q-sequence.
We use quality table given in Table 1 and a quantitative negative sequence database given in Table 2 to illustrate the concepts. In q-sequence s 1 (sid = 1), (a, 4), (a, 7), (d, 1), (e, 2) and (c, 2) are q-items; (a, 4) is called a positive q-itemset, ¬[(a, 7)(d, 1)(e, 2)] is called a negative q-itemset. The internal utility of items c, d and e appeared in s 1 are respectively 2, 1 and 2. An item may occur more than one time in a q-sequence. The internal utilities of item a in s 1 are 4 and 7. The external utility of items a, c,d and e in Table 1 are respectively 3, 3, 1 and 2.
B. CONSTRAINS ON NSP
In real applications such as health and medical business, the number of negative sequential candidates and identified negative sequences are often large, and many of them are not actionable [1] . The number of NSC may be huge and even infinite if no constraints are added. This makes VOLUME 6, 2018 NSP mining very challenging. For example, for a data set with 10 distinct items, the total number of potential itemsets is 1023 (= C(10, 1) + C(10, 2) + · · · + C (10, 10) ), where C(m, n) represents the number of combinations of choosing n items from m distinct items. Assume that 10 among the 1023 are frequent, if the maximum size of data sequences in database is 3, the total number of NSC could be 1033 1 + 1033 2 +1033 3 . In fact, many of the combinations are uninteresting or meaningless in reality. In order to reduce the number of NSC and discover meaningful NSP efficiently, we use two constraints as e-NSP [1] to negative sequences.
Constraint 1: Format constraint. In a q-sequence, the negative elements cannot continuously appear in the negative sequential candidates.
For example, the sequence < ¬a¬(bc) > does not satisfy this constraint, < ¬ac¬(bd) > does. Constraint 2. Element constraint.
In a q-sequence, the minimum negative unit is an element. For example, the sequence such as < a(¬bd) > does not satisfy this constraint, but the sequence such as < a¬(bd) > does.
C. HUNSP CONCEPTS

Definition 1 (Matching):
Given a q-sequence s =< (s 1 , q 1 ) (s 2 , q 2 ) . . . (s n , q n ) > and a sequence t =< t 1 t 2 . . . t m >. s matches t if n = m and
For example, < a > has match < (a,4)> in s 1 . < ¬b > has two matches < ¬(b,5)> and < ¬(b,4) > in s 2 . A sequence may have multiple matches in a q-sequence.
Definition 2 (Q-Item Utility):
The utility of a single q-item (i, q) is denoted as u (i,q) and defined as
For example, u(a, 4) = 3 × 4 = 12.
Definition 3 (Q-Pos-Element Utility):
The utility of a q-pos-element l = [(i 1 , q 1 )(i 2 , q 2 ) . . . (i n , q n )] is the sum of the utility of q-items in l, denoted as u(l) and defined as
Definition 4 (Q-neg-Element Utility):
In different practical conditions, the utility of negative element in a negative sequence may be changing because of different factors. To simplify the utility calculation, we set the utility of negative element (not items) in a negative sequence is 0.
The utility of a q-neg-element ¬l = ¬ [(i 1 , q 1 ) (i 2 , q 2 ) . . . (i n , q n )] is denoted as u(l) and defined as
For example, negative sequences < ¬(a,5)> and < (a,5) ¬(b,2)> have an element (a,5). The utility of ¬(a,5) is 0, but the utility of (a,5) in < (a,5) ¬(b,2)> is 15.
Definition 5 (Q-neg-sequence Utility):
The utility of q-neg-sequence s =<¬l 1 l 2 . . . l n > is the sum of the utility of elementt l j in s, denoted as u(s) and defined as:
For example, u(< (a, 4)¬[(a, 7)(d, 1)(e, 2)](c, 2) >) = 3 × 4 + 0 + 3 × 2 = 18.
Definition 6 (Q-neg-sequence Database Utility):
The utility of q-neg-sequence database is the sum of all q-neg-sequence utility, denoted as u(D) and defined as:
For example,
Definition 7 (Negative Sequence Utility):
For given a negative sequence t, the utility of t in a q-neg-sequence s is denoted as u(t,s) and defined as:
The utility of t in a quantitative negative sequence database D is denoted as u(t) and defined as:
For example, let sequence t =< ¬fc >, and t's utility in the s 2 sequence is u(t, s 2 ) = {u(< ¬(f ,1) (c,3) >), u(< ¬(f ,6) (c,5) >), u(< ¬(f ,1) (c,5) >)} = {9,15,15}, and t's utility in D is u(t) = {u(t, s 2 ), u(t, s 4 )} = {{9,15,15},{12}}. This example shows that a sequence may have multiple utilities in a q-neg-sequence due to the particularity of utility's attributes.
Definition 8 (High Utility Negative Sequential Pattern):
We choose the maximum utility as the sequence's utility [6] . The maximum utility of negative sequence t is denoted and defined as u max (t):
If and only if u max (t) ≥ ξ , negative sequence t is a high utility negative sequential pattern, where ξ is a user-defined minimum utility threshold. For example, if the minimum utility is ξ = 20, the utility of sequence t =< ¬fc > is u max (t) = 15 + 12 = 27. Therefore, the sequence t =< ¬fc > is a HUNSP since u max (t) = 27 ≥ ξ . 
IV. HUNSPM ALGORITHM
Here we present the framework and working mechanism of HUNSPM algorithm, which is based on e-NSP [1] and illustrated in Figure 1 . More specifically, we propose the method of HUNSC generation, a data structure to store the HUNSC's information, the utility of HUNSC calculation and negative sequence pruning strategy.
A. THE FRAMEWORK OF HUNSPM
Given a q-sequence database, HUNSPM algorithm works on the following process to discover HUNSP. Firstly, it mines all high utility positive sequential patterns (HUPSP) by using traditional HUSP mining algorithm, such as USpan, or a new HUSP mining algorithm. And then, it generates HUNSC based on HUPSP in terms of two constraints proposed in Section III. Next, it removes unpromising HUNSC and calculates the utility of promising HUNSC. Finally, it finds all HUNSP.
B. HIGH UTILITY NEGATIVE SEQUENTIAL CANDIDATES GENERATION
To generate all non-redundant HUNSC based on HUPSP, we use the same method as e-NSP [1] to generate HUNSC. The basic idea of generating HUNSC is to change any noncontiguous elements (note: not items) in a HUPSP to their corresponding negative ones.
Definition 9 (HUNSPM Candidates Generation):
For a k-size HUPSP, the sets of its HUNSC are generated by changing any non-continuous elements based on HUPSP, n = 1, 2,. . . , k/2 , where k/2 is a minimum integer that is not less than k/2.
For example, The HUNSC based on < a (bc) de (fg)> include:
n=3, <¬a (bc) ¬de¬(fg)>.
C. HUNSPM DATA STRUCTURE
In order to efficiently calculate the HUNSC's utility, we design a novel data structure called the utility of positive and negative elements (PNU)-list to store the HUNSC related information. This PNU-list is composed of head- including its corresponding positive element, the utility of this positive element and the positive or negative element tag. We use 0 to represent positive element and use 1 to represents negative element. For example, the HUNSC < ¬[(b,2)(c,6)][(a,1)(e,1) (f , 2)]>. The PNU-list structure of this HUNSC is shown in Table 3 . This HUNSC is stored in the head -table of 
D. THE UTILITY OF HUNSC CALCULATION
We use the above proposed definitions in Section III and the information of HUNSC in the PNU-list to calculate the utility of HUNSC efficiently.
For example, ¬ [(b,2)(c,6)] is negative element, so it's utility is 0. And [(a,1)(e,1)(f ,2)] is positive element, it's utility is u ([(a, 1) 
E. NEGATIVE SEQUENCE PRUNING STRATEGY
To avoid calculating the unpromising patterns' utility, we propose a negative sequential pruning strategy to remove these patterns from PNU-List. We define 1-size HUNSC as unpromising patterns, because the utility of negative element is 0.
Definition 10 (Negative Sequential Pruning):
For a k-size HUNSC in the PNU-list, if k = 1, the HUNSC will be removed from the PNU-list.
For instance, the HUNSC < ¬[(a,4)(b,1)(e,2)] > is a 1-size HUNSC because the HUNSC only consists of one element, therefore, this HUNSC will be removed from the PNU-list.
F. HUNSPM ALGORITHM
The HUNSPM algorithm is showed in Algorithm 1. It inputs a minimum utility threshold ξ , a utility table, a quantitative sequential database D, and outputs all the HUNSP.
Firstly, the algorithm mines all HUPSP using USpan algorithm (Line 1). And then, it generates HUNSC based on HUPSP by using the method of HUNSPM Candidates Generation (Line 2). After that, the algorithm builds the PNU-List to store the HUNSC and its information (Line3). Meanwhile, the algorithm removes unpromising elements by using the negative sequence pruning strategy (Line4). For each HUNSC in the PNU-List, the algorithm can efficiently calculate its utility (Line 5 to 6). Then, the algorithm compares the utility with a minimum utility threshold ξ . If and only if HUNSC.utility ≥ ξ , the algorithm outputs the HUNSP (Line 7 to 9). Finally, the algorithm can return all HUNSP.
V. EXPERIMENTS
We conduct experiments on four synthetic datasets and one real dataset to evaluate the efficiency of HUNSPM. In the experiments, all HUPSP are mined by USpan, and all HUNSP are identified by HUNSPM. The HUNSPM algorithm is implemented in C# of Visual Studio 2010. All experiments are conducted on a computer with Intel Core i7-6700 CPU of 3.40GHz, 8GB memory and Windws7 ultimate.
A. DATASETS
To describe and observe the impact of data characteristics on algorithm performance, we use following data factors: C, T, S, I, DB and N, which are defined to describe characteristics of sequence data [36] .
C: Average number of elements per sequence; T: Average number of items per element; S: Average length of maximal potentially large sequences; I: Average size of items per element in maximal potentially large sequences; DB: Number of sequences (= size of Database); and N: Number of items.
Five datasets are used for these experiments including both one real data and four synthetic datasets generated by IBM data generator [36] .
Dataset 1(DS1) is C8_T4_S6_I4_DB10k_N0.6k. Dataset 2(DS2) is C6_T2_S4_I2_DB10k_N1k. Dataset 3(DS3) is C10_T4_S6_I4_DB10k_N0.6k. Dataset 4(DS4) is C10_T2_S6_I2_DB10k_N0.6k. DS5 is a real dataset consisting of online shopping transactions [6] . Each customer has a sequence of records containing the information about product ID, the amount of the products and its unit price. There are 811 distinct products, 350,241 transactions and 59,477 customers in the dataset. The average number of elements in a sequence is 5.
The max length of a customer's sequence is 82. The most popular product has been ordered 2176 times.
For all datasets, the value of the external utility is between 1 and 10, it generated by using the distribution of logarithmic normal distribution. And the number of items is randomly generated between 1 and 100, this way is similar to the method in [6] .
B. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this experiment, we set the same minimum utility threshold ξ for five datasets, and analyze the performance of HUNSPM algorithm in terms of the running time, the number of HUNSP. We use minutil to represent a minimum utility threshold ξ . The experimental results are shown in Figure 2 . From the Figure 2 , we can see that with the increase of minimum utility threshold, the running time and number of HUNSP have become less and less. Meanwhile, we find that the gap between DS1 and DS4 is small in the number of HUNSP because of the same factors S, DB, and N. In runtime, the gap between DS2 and DS4 is large, they have similar T, I and DB. We are not sure which factors influence the results with the same DB. Therefore, the next step is to analyze the characteristics of the dataset.
C. DATASET CHARACTERISTICS ANALYSIS
We analyze the dataset characteristics by the above defined data factors. We get a series of new synthetic datasets by resetting the factors of data. In Table 4 , we can see that DS 1 is extended to ten new datasets by resetting each factor. For instance, dataset DS1.1 (C10 T4 S6 I4 DB10k N0.6k) is different from DS1 (C8 T4 S6 I4 DB10k N0.6k) on C factor, which indicates they have diverse average number of elements in a q-sequence. We mark out the different factors by underline for each dataset in Table 4 . Then we use the datasets in Table 4 to test the performance of HUNSPM algorithm in terms of the running time, the number of HUNSP. The results of experiments are shown in Figure 3 .
From Figure 3 , we can see that the factor C seriously affects the performance of HUNSPM, and the factor T and S have little effect on it. In general, the values of factors become bigger, the more patterns will be generated. However, the factor N is opposite. When factor N is higher, such as DS1.10, the HUNSPM algorithm generates less patterns than DS1. When factor T is higher, such as DS1.2, the HUNSPM algorithm generates more patterns than DS1, but it spends much running time. When factor N is higher, such as DS1.9, the efficiency of HUNSPM is higher, it generates more patterns and spends less running time.
D. SCALABILITY TEST
The scalability test is conducted to evaluate HUNSPM's performance on large q-sequence datasets. Figure 4 shows the On both datasets, the runtime of HUNSPM is exactly linear with the number of transactions on different minutilvalues, as shown in Figure 4 .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
HUSP refers to sequential patterns with high utilities and it plays a crucial role in many applications, such as data analysis, smart campus. Very few algorithms have been proposed to mine HUSP and none of them can consider NSP. NSP mining which considers non-occurring and occurring event can provide more comprehensive information for decision-making. But current NSP mining algorithms haven't considered the items' utility. So this paper has proposed a new algorithm, named HUNSPM to mine HUNSP. HUNSPM has proposed the definition of calculating the utility of negative sequences and defined the problem of mining HUNSP. It has also proposed a method to generate HUNSC based on HUSP and two constrains about NSP. A new data structure PNU-List, which stores the HUNSC's related information, has been designed to efficiently calculate HUNSC's utility and improve the efficiency of HUNSPM. To the best of our knowledge, HUNSPM is the first study to mine NSP based on minimum utility model. Substantial experiments show that HUNSPM can mine more HUNSP and use less time. Our future work is designing algorithms for even bigger datasets and better pruning strategies.
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